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Persian compound verbs are studied by traditional grammarians and

linguists of different persuasions. The article reviews the previous

scholarship on this topic and suggests that there are a number of com-

pound-verb formation processes with varying degrees of productivity in

the lexicon of Persian. These processes are classified under two general

categories: 'Combination' and 'Incorporation'. It is shown that in a

large number of compounds composed via combination the verbal part

is a lexicalized simple verb which serves as an aktionsart marker. It is

argued that despite the existence of systematic differences between

compound verbs formed through combination and incorporation, there

is phonological, syntactic, and semantic evidence which substantiates

the categorization of the two types as compound verbs. Putting Persian

facts within the perspective of the theoretical stances on this topic, it

may be noted that the findings of this article support the claims of

Mithun 1984, Rosen 1989, and Spencer 1995 concerning the morpho-

logical/lexical nature of incorporation.

1. Introduction

In this article 'Compound Verb' refers to a verb whose morphological structure is

not simple but consists of a non-verbal constituent, such as a noun, adjective, past

participle, prepositional phrase, or adverb, and a verbal constituent. Though there

is a large literature on compound verbs in other languages and in Persian (see sec-

tion 2) a satisfactory treatment of this category in Persian has not yet been pro-

vided. This article aims to be a contribution in this respect. The research intends to

be both descriptive and explanatory.

I suggest that as a compound verb is made up of two otherwise independent

constituents that form a compound word, we are consequently dealing with a lexi-

cal process in the lexicon. Considering the category of compound verbs in Persian

as a lexical process does not mean that we are facing a nonproductive process in

the lexicon. The fact of the matter is that there are a number of lexical processes

with varying degrees of productivity involved in the formation of compound verbs

in Persian. These processes are classified under two general headings:

'Combination' and 'Incorporation'. In compounds formed through combination,

an adjective, noun, prepositional phrase, adverb, or past participle has combined

with a verb. In the formation of compounds via incorporation, a nominal element
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functioning as a direct object loses its grammatical ending(s) and some preposi-

tional phrases functioning as adverbs of location lose their preposition and incor-

porate with the verb. Therefore, in incorporation there is always a corresponding

nonincorporated construction. Despite this difference and some others that will be

discussed later, it will be argued that the verbs formed through combination and

incorporation are morphologically compound.

In addition to this introductory section, the article consists of three others.

Section 2 introduces previous scholarship on this topic, section 3 presents a new
proposal for the treatment of Persian compound verbs, and section 4 recapitulates

the conclusions arrived at in the article and suggests implications.

2. Previous scholarship

In this section, the influential studies that have described compound verbs in dif-

ferent languages of the world and have theorized about them will be reviewed

first. Then the major contributions of Iranian and non-Iranian grammarians and

linguists on Persian compound verbs will be introduced. Although these contribu-

tions have provided illuminating insights into the nature of compound verbs in this

language, a systematic and comprehensive description of these verbs in Persian

still remains to be presented, and the implications of the findings of this descrip-

tion need to be spelled out. The present article pursues these two goals.

2.1 Compound verbs in languages of the world

The earliest studies falling under the category called compound verbs in this arti-

cle are P. S. Du Ponceau 1819, Kroeber 1909, Sapir 1911, and Kroeber 1911,

which have dealt with 'noun incorporation' in American Indian languages. Appar-

ently after a few decades of inattention this topic has received renewed interest.

Woodbury 1975, Mardirussian 1975, Sadock 1980, 1986, 1991, Mithun 1984,

1986, Baker 1988, Rosen 1989, Klaiman 1990, Miller 1993, and Spencer 1995 are

major recent contributions. A synopsis of the main issues raised by these studies is

in order.

According to Kroeber 1909, 'Noun incorporation is the combination into one

word of the noun object and the verb functioning as the predicate of a sentence'

(541). In his opinion incorporation as defined above is 'syntactical' (543, 544) in

nature. He states, 'It is a current belief that such incorporation is common in these

[= American] languages. But unprejudiced analysis reveals that at least the greater

number of American idioms are free from the alleged process' (541 ).'

Sapir 1911 is a rebuttal to Kroeber 1909. He announced the aim of the paper

was '... to give a usable definition of the term [noun incorporation] and to show

that several of these stocks [= the linguistic stocks of America] actually make use

of the process' (250). Sapir believes that first of all, since in American languages

not only objects, but also instrumentals, locatives, and in some cases even subjects

may be incorporated with the verb, the setting up of as broad a definition as possi-

ble for the process is justified and that secondly, 'this definition is of a purely

morphologic, not syntactic, character' (257).
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Mithun 1984 considers noun incorporation (NI) as a 'morphological con-

struction' and observes: 'Interestingly, all languages which exhibit such morpho-

logical structures also have syntactic paraphrases' (847-8) — cf. for the sake of

exemplification to fund-raise with to raise funds. Mithun (848) argues, 'It would

certainly be inefficient for languages to preserve exactly equivalent expressions so

systematically ... the morphologization itself must be functional'. Subsequently

she shows that "... NI is used for four different but related functions' (848).

Like Mithun 1984, Rosen 1989 assumes NI to be a lexical process (a word-

formation rule), but unlike the former study, which adopts a functional-discoursal

framework, the latter is based on Government-Binding theory (GB) and proposes

only two types of incorporation, which Rosen claims correspond to Mithun's four

types of incorporation (295-6).

Baker 1988 adopts GB and deals thoroughly with incorporation. In this book

the incorporation of noun, verb, preposition, and passive are proposed and it is

claimed that '... "incorporation" is the syntactic movement of an x° category to

adjoin to its x° governor' (229), hence incorporation is treated as an instance of

Move-Alpha applying between D-structure and S-structure. In other words, ac-

cording to Baker, since the construction before incorporation and its incorporated

counterpart are thematic paraphrases of each other, they share the same D-

structure (which is the structure underlying the nonincorporated construction) and

Move-Alpha relates the two (49, 82-3).

Spencer 1995 discusses incorporation in Chukchi. In that article different

kinds of incorporation in this language are introduced and it is shown that the

syntactic analysis of incorporation is entirely inadmissible, since contrary to the

prediction and claim of the syntactic analysis by Baker 1988, in which incorpora-

tion is treated as a result of head-to-head movement rule, the incorporation of ad-

juncts (455) as well as nominal modifiers (477), or more generally the dependents

of heads to heads, can be found in Chukchi (459, 482). Spencer eventually con-

cludes that the Chukchi facts are compatible with a lexical analysis similar to that

in Rosen 1989, both empirically and conceptually (440, 482-7).

This overview clearly shows that although the Kroeber-Sapir debate on the

existence of incorporation has now been resolved in favor of Sapir, their disa-

greement on the syntactic or morphological nature of incorporation remains unre-

solved in the literature.

2.2 Persian compound verbs

Persian Compound Verbs have been studied by a number of non-Iranian and Ira-

nian grammarians and linguists. Among them the contributions of the following

scholars are noteworthy: Jones (1828:88-92), Forbes (1876:70-1), Platts & Rank-

ing (1911:104-13), Phillott (1919:274-80), Lambton (1984 [ 1953]:85-93),

Khayyampur (1968:66), Bateni (1969:78-80), Sadeghi (1970:791-801, 1993),

Moyne (1970:43-83), Rubinchik (1971:78-83), Sharifi 1975, Sheik & Sharifi

1975, Khanlari (1976:176-8, 1986:120-75), Soheili-Isfahani (1976:110-38),

Sheintuch 1976, Tabaian 1979, Windfuhr (1979:1 13-28), Bashiri (1981:139-54),

Barjasteh 1983, Samiian (1983:252-66), Mohammad & Karimi 1992, Mcshkatod-
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dini (1994:158-63), and Ghomeshi (1996: 253-84). The common point of these

studies is that they disregard noun incorporation as a process of compound-verb

formation altogether. What they recognize and describe is a number of verb-

formation processes which will be introduced below.

This introduction is based on Lambton (1953 [1984]:85-93), who has pro-

vided a highly revealing taxonomy. In section 1, Lambton observes: 'Compound
verbs are formed by a simple verb combined with a noun, adjective, adverb, or w
prepositional phrase' (85). She then lists the following simple verbs that may be

used freely and independently and that commonly participate in compound-verb

formation: kardan 'to do, make', ddstan 'to have, possess', dddan 'to give', zadan

'to strike', sodan 'to become', xordan 'to eat', dmadan 'to come', kesidan 'to pull,

draw', oftddan 'to fall', gereftan 'to take', etc. Her taxonomy is as follows: (a)

compound verbs formed by a simple verb and a noun, e.g., gul kardan 'to listen'

(lit. 'ear-do'), gul dddan 'to listen' (lit. 'ear-give"), gardes kardan 'to go for a

walk' (lit. 'stroll-do'), cane zadan 'to bargain (over a price)' (lit. 'chin-strike'),

dtas zadan 'to set fire to' (lit. 'fire-strike'), dtas gereftan 'to catch fire' (lit. 'fire-

take'), kosti gereftan 'to wrestle' (lit. 'wrestling-take'), sowgand xordan 'to swear,

take an oath' (lit. 'oath-take'), zamin xordan 'to fall down' (lit. 'ground-eat'), ran]

kesidan 'to suffer, take trouble' (lit. 'suffering-pull'); (b) compound verbs formed

by a simple verb and an adjective, e.g., bdz kardan 'to open' (lit. 'open-do' ),fus

dmadan 'to boil' (lit. 'boiling-come'), dur oftddan 'to be separated' (lit. 'far-fall'),

boland kardan 'to raise, lift, to steal (colloq.)' (lit. 'lifting-do'); (c) compound
verbs formed by a simple verb and a preposition or adverb equivalent, e.g., with

bdz 'again, back' in bdz dmadan 'to come again' bdz ddstan 'to restrain, intern,

detain', with bar 'on, up, off in bar dmadan 'to be accomplished', 'to rise, swell',

bar dvardan 'to fulfill, accomplish, estimate' {dvardan literally means 'to bring')

bar anddxtan 'to overthrow' {anddxtan literally means 'to drop'), with/?/'/ 'before,

forward' in pis dmadan 'to occur, happen', pis kesidan 'to bring forward', pisbor-

dan 'to win, gain the upper hand' (bordan literally means 'to take'); (d) compound
verbs formed by a simple verb and a prepositional phrase, e.g., be Jd dvardan 'to

perform, accomplish' (lit. 'to-place-bring'), az dast dddan 'to lose' (lit. 'from-

hand-give'), dar miyan nahddan 'to lay before (someone, something), discuss'

(lit. 'in-middle-lay'). In section 2, Lambton remarks, 'Compound verbs [in Per-

sian] are also formed by a simple verb combined with an Arabic participle, noun

or adjective' (89). She then provides the following classification: (a) with an Ara-

bic noun, e.g., fekr kardan 'to think' (lit. 'thought-do'), harakat kardan 'to set out,

start' (lit. 'movement-do'), motdle?e kardan 'to study, read' (lit. 'study-do'), qdrat

kardan 'to plunder' (lit. 'plunder-do'), ersdl ddstan 'to send' (lit. 'dispatch-have'), A
jor ?at ddstan 'to dare' (lit. 'courage-have'), harf zadan 'to talk' (lit. 'talk-strike'), ^
sedd zadan 'to call' (lit. 'voice/call-strike'); (b) with an Arabic participle, e.g.,

maqlub kardan 'to defeat' (lit. 'defeated-do'), motehayyer kardan 'to surprise,

astonish' (lit. 'astonished-do'); (c) with an Arabic adjective, e.g., mariz sodan 'to

be, become ill' (lit. 'ill-become'), savarsodan 'to take on board, to put on a horse'

(lit. 'on board-become'); (d) with an Arabic noun combined with a preposition,

e.g., be etmdm resdndan 'to finish, bring to an end' (lit. 'to-end-carry'), be xater

dvardan 'to bring to mind, recall' (lit. 'to-mind-bring').
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With this background we are in a position to evaluate a number of observa-

tions made by the aforementioned grammarians and linguists with respect to Per-

sian compound verbs.

An insightful observation reported in Platts & Ranking 1911 is the question

of the (in)transitivity of the resulting compound verbs (107-13). To recapitulate

briefly, a compound verb is transitive if (a) a simple transitive verb is annexed to a

predicative adjective, an imperfect participle, an Arabic verbal adjective, or a pas-

sive participle (Persian or Arabic), e.g., talx kardan *to make or render bitter, to

embitter' (see also the relevant examples under section 2 (b) and (c) in the para-

graph preceding the above paragraph), or (b) when a simple transitive verb is

combined with the nomen actionis of a transitive (Arabic) verb, e.g., motdle?e

kardan 'to study', or with a Persian abstract (verbal) noun derived from a simple

transitive verb, e.g., baxs kardan 'to divide' < baxsidan. A compound is intransi-

tive if (a) a transitive verb is combined ( 1 ) with an Arabic verbal noun derived

from an intransitive or a reflexive verb, e.g., sa'A kardan 'to exert oneself, to en-

deavour, to strive', in which sa?y from Arabic is intransitive; (2) with a simple

substantive (Persian or Arabic), e.g., sddmdni kardan 'to rejoice', which contains a

Persian substantive; or (b) an intransitive verb is combined with a noun
(substantive, adjective, verbal noun, verbal adjective, participle), e.g., talx sodan

'to become bitter'.

On the theoretical plane, compound verbs in Persian have been treated vari-

ously. Tabaian 1979 adopted a syntactic-semantic approach based on Chafe 1970

and argued that the distinction between simple and compound verbs is unneces-

sary in Persian and cannot be justified on either semantic or syntactic grounds

(208). He ruled out a combination of what Lambton called a simple verb and a

preposition or adverb equivalent (see section 1, part (c) in my summary of

Lambton) as compound verbs, arguing, 'since none of these prefixes [i.e., preposi-

tion or adverb equivalents] occurs as a free morpheme in other contexts in this

language, it is no longer possible to distinguish these verbs from simple verbs ...'

(196). This generalization is too strong because although some of these nonverbal

elements are used only in compounds, e.g., vd dastan 'to oblige' (also recognized

and remarked on by Lambton 1953:87), a number of them could be used freely,

e.g., pis in pis dmadan 'to happen' (lit. 'forward-come') used by both Lambton

and Tabaian. He also excluded from the set of compound verbs items which he

characterized as '... nothing more than a juxtaposition of an object noun phrase

and a simple verb', e.g., dars xdndan 'to study' (lit. 'lesson-read') (Tabaian

1979:198). This conclusion is untenable, and these items will be dealt with in my
treatment of compound verbs in section 3. In regard to compound verbs in which a

nonverbal element is combined with the auxiliaries kardan 'to make', sodan 'to

get', budan 'to be', and dastan 'to have', e.g., biddr kardan 'to wake someone*

(lit. 'awake-make'), biddr budan 'to be awake', biddr sodan 'to wake up', and

dust dastan 'to like, to love', Tabaian has claimed that in deep structure only the

nonverbal element specified with the syntactic/semantic feature [action], [process],

[state], or [benefactive] appears: 'A nonverbal action verb is realized by the aux-

iliary kardan, a process verb with sodan, a state verb with budan, and a benefac-
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tive with ddstan. Since the insertion of the auxiliary is unambiguously predictable

from the feature matrix of the verbs [i.e., nonverbal element] it is not necessary to

postulate the auxiliaries in the deep structures' (Tabaian 1979:208). The exclusion

of auxiliaries from deep structures explains Tabaian' s claim quoted above to the

effect that the distinction between simple and compound verbs is unnecessary.

This conclusion had been previously arrived at by Sharifi (1975:461, 466, 467),

who also adopted Chafe 1970 as the theoretical framework. However, Sharifi in-

cluded in his analysis items such as zamin xordan 'to fall down' (lit. 'ground-eat'),

qosse xordan 'to feel sorrowful' (lit. 'grief-eat' X/u? kesidan 'to shout' (lit. 'shout-

pull'), sigdr kesidan 'to smoke a cigarette', claimed by Tabaian to be not com-
pounds, but mere juxtapositions of an object NP and a simple verb. He observed:

'... the basic meaning of the simple verb is present in all of the compound verbs'

(463), and added: '... to native speakers ... [in the first two examples immediately

above] the notion of "consumption and absorption" and ... [in the latter two] the

idea of "pulling and drawing" is present' (463). Since compound-verb formation

for Tabaian and Sharifi is a surface and not a deep-structure phenomenon, they

considered it 'syntactic' in nature (Sharifi 1975: 460).

Chapter 3 of Bashiri 1981 is devoted to 'the verb phrase', and in a section of

that chapter (126-54), 'the semantic structure of the verb phrase' is discussed. A
distinction is made first between 'absolute verbs' and 'modal verbs' and, second,

the characteristics of a selected number of them are explored. Absolute verbs are

defined '... as verbs that are not susceptible to modification' (127). They '... have a

decided semantic core' (128). Modal verbs are defined '... as those Verbs which

point to the modes of existence, action or change in a person or an object. As such,

these Verbs are fluid and are manipulated by the content of their modifying Noun'

(127). Generally speaking, this distinction corresponds to that depicted by tradi-

tional grammarians between those simple verbs that may be used freely and inde-

pendently and the compound verbs in whose formation these simple verbs partici-

pate (see Lambton's characterization sketched above). In a subsection on

'Absolute Verbs' hastan 'to exist', raftan 'to go', dmadan 'to come', kardan 'to

perform an act', zadan 'to strike, to hit, to punish', dddan 'to give', sodan 'to be-

come', xordan 'to strike, [to eat]' 'are separately mentioned and described' (128-

38), and in a subsection on 'Modal Verbs' the participation of these verbs in

forming compounds is described and exemplified (139-54). To recapitulate

briefly, kardan as an absolute verb, for instance, is characterized as '... a Causative

form denoting the performance of an act' (133). For this characterization the fol-

lowing example, among other similar ones, is provided (133).

(1) ali an kar-ra kard-0

Ali that work-DO did-he

'Ali did the work.'

According to Bashiri, 'As a modal verb kardan means the performance of an act

by an agent in such a way that the act is transferred to a person or object other than

the Agent, kardan, in other words, is a Causative Verb capable of generating a

long list of other Causative Verbs' (144-5). This specification is illustrated in a

number of examples, two of which.are cited below (144-5):

i
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(2)

(3)

bac'c'e an Saxe-ra az deraxt joda kard-0

child that branch-DO from tree separate did-he/she

'The child broke off that branch from the tree.'

reza Sabnam-ra tanbih kard-0

Reza Shabnam-DO punishment did-he

'Reza punished Shabnam.'

Bashiri's identical treatment of (absolute or modal) kardan as a causative verb is

imprecise (cf. the noncausative sentences in (1) and (3) above). Similarly, for

zadan it is said 'As an Absolute Verb, zadan means to strike a person or object for

a reason' (134), as exemplified in (4) below:

(4) ali reza-ra zad-0

Ali Reza-DO hit-he

'Ali hit Reza.'

About zadan as a Modal Verb we read, 'As an action modifier, zad-an is quite

similar to, and in some senses identical with kard-an as a Modal Verb' (147). The

following items are presented as illustrative examples:

(5) otu zadan otu kardan 'to iron'

'to telephone'

'to comb'

'to paint'

'to capture, to make victim'

'In other instances, however, the two verbs reveal significant dif-

ferences' and provides the following items ( 147):

(6) kaf zadan 'to clap' kaf kardan 'to produce foam'

dast zadan 'to clap, to touch' dast kardan 'to wear on the hand'

bad zadan 'to fan' bad kardan 'to inflate'

He adds, 'zadan usually indicates a repeated action' and presents the following

examples (among others) to substantiate the claim (147):

(7)

otu
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(8)

Semantic interpretations of the same phenomena can vary from speaker

to speaker. Some speakers, for instance, identify the repetitive nature of

zad-an with the concept of a 'prolonged' or 'drawn out' action. They

then replace zad-an with kesid-an 'to pull, to drag'. As a result of these

different deep structure interpretations, the surface structure receives

two different versions of the same idea.

A number of the examples cited in this respect are listed in (9).

(9) jar
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zad-0]

struck-he

(12) Javad be ma [[in hoqqe]-ra

Javad to we this cheating-DO

'Javad played this trick on us.'

On that basis, compounds such as nafas zadan *to breathe' and qadam zadan 'to

walk' are nonseparable because items (13) and (14) are ungrammatical (258).

(13) * u [[in nafas]-ra zad-0]

he this breath-DO struck-he

(14) ali

Ali

[[in

this

qadam] -ra

step-DO

zad-0]

struck-he

It may be noted that the separation of the nominal and verbal parts in the class of

separable compounds (e.g., (11) and (12)) is an operation which is the inverse of

Noun Incorporation.

Barjasteh also proposes classifications within specific categories of com-
pound verbs, e.g., within compounds in which zad-an 'to strike' is the 'verbalizer'

(354). In his words, 'Based on the semantic character of the nouns that constitute

the initial element of these constructions, the compounds of this category can be

classified into the following sub-groups ...' (354). In the first subgroup the nomi-

nal part involves '... the repetition of several motions' (355), as exemplified in

(15).

(15) pa zadan

pedaling strike-inf

par zad- an

wing strike-inf

lis zad- an

licking strike-inf

telefon zad- an

telephone strike-inf

harf zad- an

speech strike-inf

In the second subgroup '... the nominal element ... semantically indicates either "a

prolonged clamor" or refers to an object which can produce such a sound' (357),

e.g.,:

'to pedal' [(5-134), (5-135)]

'to fly (as for birds)'

'to lick'

'to telephone'

'to speak'

(16) sut

whistling

Jiq

screaming

buq

honk

seypur

bugle

flut

flute

zad-an

strike-inf

zad-an

strike-inf

zad-an

strike-i

zad-an

strike-i

zad-an

strike-inf

nf

nl

'to whistle'

'to scream'

'to honk'

'to bugle'

'to flute'

[(5-140)]
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In the third subgroup '... the nominal element ... designates any particular kind of

paste or liquid applicable to a surface either for cosmetic purposes or lubrication'

(358), e.g.,:

[(5-142)](17) vaks
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an EZAFE [i.e., genitive] construction, a construction that consists of a head noun
and its thematic arguments' (202). In example (20 a) below, dad is a 'heavy verb',

hence it theta-marks ketdb and thus the latter can follow the nominalized verb as

shown in (20 b). In (21 a), however, dad is a 'light verb', hence no thematic rela-

tionship holds between this verb and the nominal extesds. Consequently, the

nominalized form in (21b) is rightly predicted to be ungrammatical (202).

(20) a. kimia
-

be ramin ketab dad-0 [(21)]

kimea to Ramin book gave-he

'Kimea gave (a) book to Ramin.'

b. dadan-e ketab be ramin dorost na-bud-0

giving-EZ book to Ramin right NEG-was-it

'Giving (a) book to Ramin was not right.'

(21) a. kimia in otaq-ro
2

be mehmun extesas dad-0 [(23)]

Kimea this room-ra to guest allocation gave-he

'kimea allocated this room to the guest.'

* dadan-e extesas otaq-ro be mehmun
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case by AGRO, whereas extesds appears in the nonspecific NP position and re-

ceives structural case from the verb (206). The postulation of two accusative cases

for Persian is counter-intuitive and empirically unjustified.

3. A new proposal for the treatment of Persian compound verbs

Rastorgueva 1966 (translated into Persian by Shadan in 1968) has reported that the

number of verbs in Middle Persian (224-651 A.D.) is not many and has added that

this scarcity is compensated by the noun plus verb combination and that in the

majority of the cases kartan 'do, make' constitutes the verbal part in the combina-

tion, e.g., zen kartan 'to saddle', rosriih kartan 'to light', dzmdyisn kartan 'to test'

(Shadan 1968:129). According to Sadeghi 1993 the number of simple verbs

formed on the basis of Arabic borrowings into Persian is scarce (e.g., bal?idan 'to

swallow; to devour' from Arabic W?(plus the past marker suffix -id and the in-

finitive suffix -an), raqsidan 'to dance' from Arabic raqs,fahmidan 'to under-

stand' from Arabic fahm) (p. 238, 242). This suggests that compound-verb forma-

tion must have been the dominant tendency in Early New Persian. The existence

of a great number of compound verbs in Persian formed based on Arabic partici-

ples, nouns, or adjectives borrowed into Persian and combined with Persian verbs

(see my summary of Lambton in section 2.2) further substantiates this tendency.

Furthermore, all new borrowings from western languages when used as verbs are

always compound {c.g.Jdks kardan/zadan 'to fax', telefon kardan/zadan 'to tele-

(23) AGROP [(32)]

AGRO'

SPEC

AGRO

NP
[-(-Specific

[inherent Case]

NP
[-specific]

[structural Case]

phone', montdz kardan 'to montage', sigdr kesidan 'to smoke (cigarette)', tdyp

kardan 'to type', test kardan 'to test', mdsdzdddan 'to massage'). Also a number

of existing simple verbs have compound counterparts which are derived from the

simple verb itself (e.g., jangidan— Jang kardan 'to fight', dludan — dlude kar-

dan 'to contaminate', kusidan — kuses kardan 'to try', geristan — gerye kardan
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'to cry', qaltidan — quit zadan 'to roll',fariftan —farib dddan 'to cheat'). In this

set, the simple verb sounds formal and literary, and its compound counterpart less

so. Finally, as reported in Sadeghi (1993:241, fn.4) the maximum number of sim-

ple verbs in today's spoken and written Persian is 115 verbs. These observations

suggest that compound-verb formation is highly productive in Persian today.

In this article, I intend to show that there are two major types of compound-
verb formation in Persian: 'Combination' and 'Incorporation'. These will be taken

up separately.

3. 1 Combination

3.1.1 Adjective + auxiliary

The auxiliaries which participate in this combination are the three listed in (a)-(c)

below:

(a) The stative auxiliary budan 'to be', e.g., dehor budan 'to be annoyed'.

(b) The inchoative auxiliary sodan 'to become', e.g., dehor sodan 'to become an-

noyed'.

(c) The causative auxiliary kardan 'to make', e.g., dehor kardan 'to annoy'.

The compound verbs formed via (a)-(c) above constitute an open set.

3.1.2 Noun + verb

The major verbs which participate in the formation of these compounds are listed

and exemplified in (a)-(g) below. Though all of the verbs when used as simple

verbs are transitive, the resulting compounds may turn out to be transitive or in-

transitive. In this respect Platts & Ranking's observation reported earlier (see sec-

tion 2.2) is highly illuminating.

(a) kardan 'to do'

My corpus contains 503 compound verbs formed in this way. Some of them

are transitive and some intransitive. Items in (24) provide a representative sample.

(24)
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qaS

bazi

aziyat

Jang

aqaz

zendegi

tama§a
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kardan 'to faint
1

'fainting-do'

kardan 'to play' 'play-do'

kardan 'to annoy' 'annoyance-do'

kardan 'to fight' 'fight-do'

kardan 'to begin' 'beginning-do'

kardan 'to live' 'living-do'

kardan 'to watch' 'watching-do'

(b) zadan 'to strike, to beat'

In my corpus, I have 235 compound verbs in which zadan serves as the ver-

bal element. The verbs listed in (7), (10), (15), (16), (17), (18), and (19) provide

representative examples. Some of these verbs are intransitive and some transitive.

For example, from among the items listed in (7), seda zadan 'to call (someone's

name)' (lit. 'voice-strike'), and atas zadan 'to set on fire' (lit. 'fire-strike') are

transitive, and the rest intransitive (in Persian),

(c) dddan 'to give'

The compound verbs which constitute my data in this set comprise 205

verbs. Most of them are transitive and some intransitive. Illustrative examples are

provided below:

(25)

Infinitive form

anJam

talaq

pas

pas

neSan

dast

rox

salam

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

ahammiyyat dadan

emtehan

Sekast

farib

yad

Sarh

tul

mazze

seda

adat

neJat

masa"2

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

dadan

Gloss

to fulfill'

to divorce'

to return'

to pass(the ball)'

to show'

to shake hands'

to occur'

to salute'

to consider important

to take an exam'

to defeat'

to cheat'

to teach'

to describe'

to protract'

to be pleasant'

to make noise'

to accustom'

to save'

to massage'

Literal meaning Transitivity

'fulfillment-give'

'divorce-give'

'back-give'

'pass-give'

'showing-give'

'hand-give'

'face-give'

'hello-give'

'importance-give'

'exam-give'

'defeat-give'

'cheating-give'

+
+

'remembrance-give' +

'description-give' +

'duration-give' +

'taste-give'

'noise-give'

'habit-give' +

'deliverance-give' +

'massage-give' +

i

(d) gereftan 'to take'

My data on compound verbs with gereftan as its verbal element consists of

114 items. Some are transitive and some intransitive. The following list presents

sample examples.
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>

(26)
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gerami
4 daStan 'to hold dear' 'dear-have' +

vo)ud daStan 'to exist' 'existence-have'

mas?alat daStan 'to beg (the Almighty)' 'begging-have' +

edame daStan 'to continue' 'continuation-have' -

(g) xordan 'to eat'

In my corpus I have 74 compound verbs which belong to this set. All of the a
compound verbs formed with this verb are intransitive. Selected examples are ^
given in (29) below.

(29)
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3.1.4 Adverb + verb

My corpus contains 114 compounds formed this way. The (in)transitivity of the

resulting compound depends on the (in)transitivity of the simple verb involved.

Representative examples are provided in (31) below:

(31)
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b. baCce-ha qaza xor-d-and

'The children did food-eating.'

In (33 a) the indirect object has appeared between the direct object and the verb,

and in (33 b) the ex-direct object has crossed over the indirect object to incorpo-

rate.

(33) a. madar qaza-ra be bac^e dad-0 A|

mother food-DO to child gave-she W
'The mother gave the food to the child.'

b. madar be bac^e qaza dad-0

Lit. 'The mother food-gave to the child.'

A similar example is provided by the pair in (34). Here, in the matrix clause, the

direct object crosses over the oblique object to incorporate.

(34) a. man faqat in entezar-ra az Soma dar-am

I only this expectation-DO from you have-I

ke xub dars be-xan-id

that well lesson SUB-read-you

Lit. T only have this expectation from you that you should study

hard.'

b. man faqat az Soma entezar dar-am

ke xub dars be-xan-id

'I only expect you to study hard."

In addition to the disappearance in incorporation of the grammatical end-

ing^) that might be attached to the direct object (cf.(32 a) and (32 b), (33 a) and

(33 b), (34 a) and (34 b)) there are a number of other observations which further

justify the postulation of incorporation in Persian. Five of them will be reported

immediately. Other arguments will be presented later in the article.

The following three observations are due to Barjasteh (1983:324-5), al-

though, as we witnessed in my review of his contributions, he does not recognize

incorporation. In examples (35 a)-(37 a), in the first conjunct we have direct ob-

jects followed by simple verbs, whereas in the first conjuncts in (35 b)-(37 b), we

encounter their incorporated counterparts. This structural difference between (a)

and (b) in each pair explains the (im)possibility of gapping, pronominal reference,

and nominal ellipsis in these examples respectively. Gapping, i.e., identical verb

deletion, is permitted in the second conjunct in (35 a). Its impossibility in (35 b) is

due to the fact that incorporation creates a conceptual whole that cannot trigger the M

deletion of an independent simple verb in the second conjunct.

(35)

a. man ham qaza-ra poxt-am va ham sabzi-ra [(5-98)(i)J

I also food-DO cooked-I and also vegetable-DO

T cooked the food and the vegetable too.'

b. * man ham [qaza poxt-am] va ham sabzi-ra [(5-98)(ii)]

* T cooked and the vegetable too.'
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Similarly in (36 a), the pronoun an 'it' refers back to the direct object in the first

conjunct, but as (36 b) shows, this is impossible when the direct object is incorpo-

rated. That is to say, after incorporation the nominal constituent of the compound
is non-referential.

(36)

a. man diSab qaza-ra xor-d-am va kami [(5-99)(i)]

I last night food-DO eat-past-I and some

az an-ra ham be gorbe dad-am

of it-DO also to cat gave-I

'Last night I ate the food and gave some of it to the cat.'

b. * man disab [qaza xor-d-am] va kami az an-ra [(5-99)(ii)]

ham be gorbe dad-am.

* 'Last night I ate and gave some of it to the cat, too.'

Also in (37 a) the ellipsis of the direct object of the second conjunct based on its

identity with the direct object in the first conjunct is allowed. This elliptical proc-

ess is blocked in (37 b), due to the fact that the incorporated direct object in the

first conjunct is 'no longer an autonomous element identical with the underlying

direct object of the second clause' (Barjasteh 1983:325).

(37)

a. ali mahi-ra gereft-0 va tuye houz gozaSt-0 [(5-100)(i)]

Ali fish-DO took-he and in pool put-he

'Ali caught the fish and put it into the pool.'

b. * ali [mahi gereft-0] va tuye houz gozaSt-0 [(5-100)(ii)]

* 'Ali fished and put it into the pool.'

The next argument substantiating the postulation of incorporation in Persian

is the semantic difference between a nonincorporated construction and its incorpo-

rated counterpart. As mentioned above, after incorporation the incorporated noun

and the verb constitute a conceptual whole in which the noun is understood gen-

erically, whereas in the nonincorporated construction the object is referential.

Items (32)-(34) support this observation. Similarly, in item (38 a) below the trans-

fer of poison to Hasan is intended, whereas in (38 b), which is the incorporated

counterpart of (38 a), Hasan's being poisoned is meant.

(38) a. mina zahr-ra be hasan dad-0

Mina poison-DO to Hasan gave-she

'Mina gave the poison to Hasan.'

b. mina be hasan zahr dad-0

'Mina poisoned Hasan.'

The fifth observation supporting incorporation is based on a morphological

process in which the output of incorporation serves as the input for another lexical

process. For instance, the compound wordqazdxori 'food-eating', which may ap-

pear as a modifier in the head-modifier construction sdlon-e [qazdxori] 'food-

eating hall' (lit. 'hall-of food-eating'), is related to the compound verb qaza xor-
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dan (lit. 'to food-eat'), which is itself the output of incorporation. Similar exam-

ples are day xori 'tea-cup' (lit. 'tea-eating'), dbmive giri 'juicer' (lit. 'juice-

taking'), ketdbforusi 'bookshop' (lit. 'book-selling'), etc., which are related to the

incorporated compounds day xordan (lit. 'to tea-eat), dbmive gereftan (lit. 'to

juice-take'), ketdb foruxtan (lit. 'to book- sell'), respectively.

On the basis of the above observations (and other pieces of evidence to be

presented later in the article), I intend to suggest that a structure formed via incor- m
poration and its nonincorporated counterpart constitute two different constructions

~

which are related to two different conceptual contents.

Incorporation of a direct object is a productive process in Persian. As a mat-

ter of fact, in this language, any direct object that can be conceived nonreferen-

tially may incorporate.

3.2.2 Prepositional phrase

In Persian some prepositional phrases functioning as adverbs of location may also

incorporate. After incorporation the preposition disappears. Examples (39) and

(40) below exemplify this possibility.

(39) a. ma ruy-e zamin neSast-im

we on-EZ ground sat-we

'We sat on the ground.'

b. ma zamin neSast-im.

Lit. 'We ground-sat.'

(40) a. bafice be zamin xor-d-0

child to ground eat-past-he/she

'The child fell to the ground.'

b. baCce zamin xor-d-0

'The child fell down.'

With respect to item (40), I intend to suggest that the affected sense underlying all

instances of xordan 'to eat' (real or metaphoric) accounts for its collocation with

zamin. In other words, a theme running through all instances with the verb xordan

is that the subject is affected by the outcome of the verb (see qosse xordan 'to

grieve' (lit. 'grief-eat') in 3.1.2 (g), qazd xordan 'to eat' (lit. 'food- eat') in 3.2.1,

and zamin xordan in (40) above). In the same vein, the nominal compound zad-o-

xord 'fight' (lit. 'beat-and-eat') clearly isolates and reflects the 'nonaffected and

affected' nature of a fight. ^
Before closing our discussion of incorporation, it is worth mentioning that ^

Barjasteh (1983:327) lists items in (41) below as 'Compound Verbs of Experi-

ence'.
5

(41) xoS amad-an 'to like' [(5-101)]xoS
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xab amad-an 'to feel sleepy'

sleeping came-inf

Barjasteh's treatment of these items is totally unfounded. As a matter of fact these

items are not compound verbs at all but full-fledged sentences in which the nomi-

nal element is the subject and the obligatory rule of verb-subject agreement in Per-

sian systematically treats these nominals as the subject. Examples in (42) below

support this observation.

(42) a. xoS-am amad-0
liking-my came-it

'I liked it.' (Lit. My liking came.)

b. xoS-es
-

amad-0
liking-his/her came-it

"He/she liked it.' (Lit. His/her liking came.)

c. xoS-et-an amad-0
liking-you-pl came-it

'You liked it.' (Lit. your liking came.)

Similarly, the items in (43) below are wrongly assumed by Barjasteh to be com-

pounds (362). They too are full-fledged sentences and my analysis of the items in

(41), as supported by examples in (42), fully apply to the items in (43) as well.

(43) seda gereft-an 'to lose one's voice' [(5-146)]seda
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opinion they are frozen sentences whose verb meanings are metaphorically ex-

tended.

3.3 Combination versus incorporation

There are four major differences between the compound verbs formed via incorpo-

ration and those formed by combination which (further) substantiate the taxonomy

of compound verbs into incorporation and combination sets.

First, in the former, for every incorporated form there is a corresponding

nonincorporated counterpart that are thematic paraphrases of each other, i.e., they

share the same theta grid and selectional restriction (e.g., (32 a) and (32 b), (33 a)

and (33 b), (34 a) and (34 b), whereas in the latter no noncombined counterpart

exists.

Second, compound verbs formed through incorporation are systematically

intransitive whereas compound verbs formed via combination may turn out to be

transitive or intransitive depending on a number of factors hinted at previously. In

other words, incorporation is a systematic intransitivization process in Persian.

(45)

N+KARDAN
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manner of the realization of the event as perceived and conceptualized by the

speakers. In set (9), if the speaker intends to highlight the force, disconnectedness,

and instantaneity of the action, items in the left column, i.e., the zculan 'to strike'

viewpoint, will be chosen, whereas if the prolongation and duration of the action is

to be focused on, the corresponding items in the right column, i.e.. the kesidan 'to

pull, draw' viewpoint, will be selected. Also in the case of items in (5), both zadan

and kardan convey action, but the former viewpoint implies a forceful, specific,

disconnected, instantaneous action, whereas the latter implies a general act. Fur-

thermore, pairs or triples such as (45) above clearly suggest that in compounds the

mode of the activity is conveyed by the verbal element and the activity itself is ex-

pressed by the nonverbal constituent. This observation also suggests that calling

the verbal element in compounds a 'light verb' is totally unfounded and counter-

intuitive (cf. Mohammad & Karimi in section 2). In the set in (45), empty slots in-

dicate lexical gaps. Similarly, in (46) below, the same adverbial element has

formed the nonverbal part of a large number of compounds. The mode of the ac-

tivity is expressed by the verbal element.

(46) pas dadan 'to give back; to refund; to recite as a lesson'

'to go back; to decline'

'to draw back'

'to take back'

'to retreat'

'to bring back'

'to beget'

'to fall behind'

'to take back'

'to send back'

'to push back'

If these observations are correct, then the following viewpoints, real or meta-

phoric, corresponding with the items in 3.1.2 (a)-(g) could be suggested: The DO-
ing viewpoint, the STRIKE-ing viewpoint, the GIVE-ing viewpoint, the TAKE-
ing viewpoint, the DRAW-ing viewpoint, the HAVE-ing viewpoint, and the EAT-
ing viewpoint. In all of these cases, the simple verb is lexicalized to serve as an

aktionsart-marker. In line with Binnick (1991:148, 170), I distinguish between

'aspect' and 'aktionsart', considering the former as grammatical(ization) and the

latter as lexical(ization). Notions such as perfective, imperfective, habitual are as-

pectual, whereas concepts such as instantaneous, durational, and the various view-

points enumerated above are aktionsarten.

Fourth, compound-verb formation through incorporation is productive and

the compound itself is referentially transparent, whereas compound-verb forma-

tion via combination is, relative to incorporation, limited in productivity and the

compound usually involves metaphoric extension.

It is interesting to note that a single simple verb may participate in both com-

bination and incorporation processes, e.g., xordan in 3.1.2 (g). which is lexicalized

and expresses the EAT-ing viewpoint (i.e.. metaphoric extension of the physical

act of eating), and xordan in (32), which has remained as a lexical entry and is se-

pas
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mantically transparent. A verb such as kardan may serve as the verbal element in

incorporation as represented in (47) below, as a causative auxiliary in item 3.1.1

(c), and as an aktionsart-marker in noun-verb combinations exemplified in 3.1.2

(a). Diagram (48) recapitulates these possibilities.

(47) a. man in kar-ha-ra kard-am

I this work-pl-DO did-I

'I did these works.'

b. man kar kard-am

i worked.' (Lit. I work-did.)

It may be noted that it is plausible to have a predicate in whose formation both

combination and incorporation have participated. Example (49 a) below contains a

compound verb formed via combination, and example (49 b) is its incorporated

counterpart.

(48) kardan

combination incorporation

Adi+kardan N+kardan DO+kardan

I /\ I

causative intransitive transitive intransitive

(49) a. man diruz faqat name-ha-ra post kard-am

I yesterday only letter-pl-DO mailing did-I

'Yesterday I only mailed the letters.'

b. man diruz faqat name post kard-am

Lit. 'Yesterday I only did letter-mailing.'

3.4 Combination and incorporation

At the beginning of section 3, a number of observations were reported suggesting

that compound-verb formation is highly productive in Persian. In sections 3.1 and

3.2, two major types of compound-verb formation were introduced, and in section

3.3 the differences between them were highlighted. Now it is time to provide ar-

guments to substantiate the hypothesis in (50).

(50) Hypothesis:

The verbs formed via combination (section 3.1) and incorporation

(section 3.2) are morphologically compound.

The arguments that will be presented are phonological, syntactic, and se-

mantic in nature. Representative examples will be chosen from the items in sec-

tions 3.1 and 3.2. The evidence forming the arguments show (a) the uniformity of

the behaviour of the verbs formed via combination or incorporation, and (b) their

differences with simple verbs. Hence they justify the postulation of two different

sets of verbs— 'simple' versus 'compound'.

3.4.1 Phonological evidence

The primary stress assignment rule treats compound verbs as unified wholes.

There are two patterns of stress. If the compound is used in its infinitive form, the
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final syllable of the verb will carry primary stress. If the compound is used in the

affirmative finite form, however, then the stress systematically falls on the final

syllable of the nonverbal part in the compound (Lambton 1984 [1953]:93, Moyne
1970:63-4, Ghomeshi 1996:256). The verbs listed in (51) exemplify this observa-

tion.

(51) Infinitive
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b. [ko§t-an]-e ahu tavassote Sekard

killed-inf-EZ deer by hunter

'The killing of the deer by the hunter'

In compound verbs, the nonverbal part and the verb juxtaposed through combina-

tion or incorporation jointly constitute the head in the EZAFE construction. Ex-

amples (55)-(57) support this observation. In examples (55) and (56) the com-
pound verb is transitive, whereas in (57) the compound is formed via incorpora-

tion (see example (32 b) and hence intransitive.

(55) a. ali mina-ra delxor kard-0

Ali Mina-DO annoying did-he

'Ali annoyed Mina.'

b. [delxor kard-an]-e mina tavassote ali

annoying did-inf-EZ Mina by Ali

Lit. 'The annoying of Mina by Ali.'

(56) a. ali mina-ra tahdid kard-0

Ali Mina-DO threat did-he

'Ali threatened Mina.'

b. [tahdid kard-an]-e mina tavassote ali

threat did-inf-EZ Mina by Ali

Lit. 'The threatening of Mina by Ali'

(57) a. bacce-ha qaza xor-d-and

child-pl food eat-past-they

'The children did food-eating.'

b. [qaza xor-d-an]-e bacce-ha

food eat-past-inf-EZ child-pl

Lit. 'The food-eating of the children'

It is noteworthy that as the nonincorporated counterpart of (57 a), which is re-

ported in (32 a) and repeated in (58 a), contains a simple transitive verb in its

nominalized form, shown in (58 b), the simple verb will be the head and the direct

object its dependent.

(58) a. ba£ce-ha qaza-eS-an-ra xor-d-and

child-pl food-his/her-pl-DO eat-past-they

'The children ate their food.'

b. [xor-d-an]-e qaza tavassote badce-ha

eat-past-inf-EZ food by child-pl

Lit. 'The eating of the food by the children.'

3.4.2.2 Imperfective aspect

In Persian a morphosyntactic construction expresses the progressive no-

tion/imperfective aspect
9

. In it the expression dar hal-e or masqul-e 'in the process

of serves as the head of an EZAFE construction followed by the infinitive form of

the verb as its dependent. If the verb is transitive, its direct object will follow the
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verb. Examples (59) and (60) are the progressive versions of (53 a) and (54 a), re-

spectively. In these examples, the verb in progress is simple.

(59) ali dar hal-e [raft-an] ast-0

Ali in process-EZ went-inf is-he

'Ali is leaving.'

(60) Sekar£i dar hal-e [ko§t-an]-e ahu ast-0

hunter in process-EZ killed-inf-EZ deer is-he/she

'The hunter is killing the deer.'

Examples (55 a)-(57 a) and similar cases assumed to contain compound verbs,

when used in the progressive form, the non-verbal and the verbal part jointly con-

stitute the dependent of the progressive head. Items (61 )-(63), which are the pro-

gressive versions of the above mentioned examples, illustrate this.

(61) ali
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(65) a. §ekar£i ahu-ra na-koSt-0

hunter deer-DO not-killed-he/she

'The hunter did not kill the deer.'

b. SekarCi ahu-ra xah-ad kosV"

will-he/she

The hunter will kill the deer.'

c. sekarCi koSt-0-eS

killed-he/she-it

The hunter killed it.'

(66) a. ali mina-ra delxor na-kard-0

Ali Mina-DO annoying not-did-he

'Ali did not annoy Mina.'

b. ali mina-ra delxor xah-ad kard

will-he

'Ali will annoy Mina.
'

c. ali delxor-eS kard-0

annoying-her did-he

'Ali annoyed her.'

(67) a. ali mina-ra tahdid na-kard-0

threat not-did-he

'Ali did not threaten Mina.'

b. ali mina-ra tahdid xah-ad kard

will-he

'Ali will threaten Mina.'

c. ali tahdid-eS kard-0

threat-her did-he

'Ali threatened her.'

(68) a. bafic'e-ha qaza na-xor-d-and

child-pl food not-eat-past-they

The children did not eat food."

b. bacce-ha qaza xah-and xor-d

Lit. The children will food-eat.'

It should be noted that the interposition argument does not weaken the com-

pound nature of the verbs formed via combination and incorporation. Among the

compound verbs in Persian consisting of an adverb and a verb (see section 3.1.4),

there are some whose nonverbal part are elements such as var (e.g., var amadan
'to rise (bread)'), va (e.g., va dastan 'to force'), bar (e.g., bar andaxtan 'to over-

throw'), dar (e.g., dar gereftan 'to be kindled' ),foru (e.g.,foru nesandan 'to sup-

press')/<3ra (e.g., fara gereftan 'to acquire'), which essentially express direction.

These nonverbal elements always appear in the compound (as well as in lexical

derivations based on the compounds, e.g., fara giri 'acquisition') and are never

I
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used independently in the language. In these cases, too, the aforementioned gram-

matical markers interpose between the nonverbal and the verbal constituents of the

compound.

In the previous paragraph, elements that can be interposed between the non-

verbal and the verbal constituents of the compounds were introduced and the uni-

formity of the behaviour of the two major types of compounds in this respect was

pointed out. On the other hand, adverbs may modify the whole compound as a

unit, but they cannot be interposed between the two constituents of the com-

pounds, and this constraint is uniformly obeyed by all compounds. Examples (69)-

(71), which correspond to sentences (55 a)-(57 a) illustrate this observation.

(69) a. ali mina-ra bimowqe delxor kard-0

Ali Mina-DO untimely annoying did-he

'Ali untimely annoyed Mina.'

b. * ali mina-ra delxor bimowqe kard-0

(70) a. ali mina-ra bimowqe tahdid kard-0

Ali Mina-DO untimely threat did-he

'Ali untimely threatened Mina.'

b. * ali mina-ra tahdid bimowqe kard-0

(71) a. bacCe-ha bimowqe qaza xor-d-and

child-pl untimely food eat-past-they

'The children untimely did food-eating.'

b. ?*" ba££e-ha qaza bimowqe xor-d-and

In the nonincorporated counterpart of (71 a) (see sentence (58 a)), the adverb may

precede the simple verb and the sentence is fully grammatical. This is shown in

(72) below.

(72) bac'ce-ha qaza-eS-an-ra bimowqe xor-d-and

child-pl food-him/her-pl-DO untimely eat-past-they

'The children untimely ate their food."

As a final point in this section, it may be noted that in both combination and

incorporation the nominal part of the compounds is always a noun and never a

noun phrase.(However, Samiian (1983:259) and Ghomeshi (1996:265) have

claimed that the nonverbal part of the compounds are phrasal. The data presented

to substantiate this claim are judged by Ghomeshi (265) to be 'rare' and are unac-

ceptable to me).

3.4.3 Semantic evidence

Semantically the verbs formed via combination and incorporation constitute con-

ceptual wholes. This observation in particular is supported when we take into ac-

count verbs whose internal structure contains a noun, i.e. items listed in 3.1.2 and

3.2.1. In all these cases, the nouns are generic, nonreferential, and nonindependent.

For instance, in the following discourse whose first sentence is (56 a)

(exemplifying a compound formed via combination), the pronoun in the second
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sentence can only be understood as referring to the act of threatening, not the noun

'threat' alone.

(73) ali mina-ra tahdid kard-0 vali mina an-ra

Ali Mina-DO threat did-he but Mina that-DO

Jeddi na-gereft-0

serious not-took-she

'Ali threatened Mina but she didn't take it seriously."

Similarly, as it was reported in example (36 b), the occurrence of the pronoun an

in the second conjunct renders the sentence ungrammatical because the incorpo-

rated direct object in the first conjunct is no longer available as the pronoun's an-

tecedent.

Another kind of evidence to support the claim that compounds are concep-

tual wholes is based on scope phenomena. For instance, the negative prefix in

compounds formed via incorporation and combination negates the whole com-

pound, not just the verbal element to which it is affixed (e.g., qazd na-xordan 'not

to eat food', dehor na-budan 'not to be annoyed', yad na-dadan 'not to teach',

dust na-ddstan 'not to like'). Similarly, when used in sentences containing com-

pound verbs, modals have, scope over the whole compound and not just over the

verbal constituent. The items in (74) below exemplify the occurrence of modals

with compound verbs (formed through incorporation or combination).

(74) a. avval bayad qaza xord

first must food ate

'One must first eat food.'

b. na-bayad az u delxor bud

not-must from he/she annoying was

'One must not be annoyed with him/her."

c. misavad be rahati yad dad

may with ease remembrance gave

'One may teach (something) easily.'

d. mitavan in-ra dust dast

can this-DO friend had

'One can like it.'

4. Conclusions and implications

In this article I have argued that there are two types of compound verb formation

in the lexicon of Persian: 'Combination' and 'Incorporation'. Each contains subdi-

visions. Evidence was presented to justify the postulation of the two types men-

tioned. Most importantly, the examples revealed that after incorporation the

meaning of the compounds, which is the function of the meanings of their con-

stituents, is transparent and that incorporation is an intransitivization process. I

have claimed that in the compounds formed via combination, if the nonverbal part

is an adjective or a past participle (in the passive), then the verbal element of the

compound serves as an auxiliary. The meaning of these compounds is also trans-
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parent. In these compounds when the nonverbal part is a noun, the verbal element

is lexicalized and functions as an aktionsart-marker. The meaning of these com-

pounds may not be directly transparent and usually involves metaphoric extension

(e.g., qosse xordan 'to grieve' (lit. 'grief-eat')). A number of arguments

(phonological, syntactic, and semantic in nature) were also presented to suggest

that, despite the differences, there are commonalities between the two types that

substantiate their classification under one single heading, i.e., compound verbs.

The findings in this article suggest implications. On the theoretical plane,

putting Persian facts within the perspective of the theoretical stances on this topic,

it may be noted that the findings of this article support the claims of Mithun 1984,

Rosen 1989, and Spencer 1995 concerning the morphological/lexical nature of in-

corporation. More specifically, Persian contains the canonical type of incorpora-

tion, i.e., type (I) in Mithun's typology of incorporation, and the aforementioned

uniformity of the behavior of the compounds formed via combination and incorpo-

ration with respect to the phonological, syntactic, and semantic evidence substan-

tiates the morphological/lexical nature of the process. On the other hand, the exis-

tence of the differences between the two major types of compound- verb formation,

as well as the existence of morphological processes with varying degrees of pro-

ductivity within them, support the postulation of different layers in the lexicon. In

section 3.2.1, 1 claimed that the output of incorporation may serve as the input for

another lexical process. Further research should concentrate on the kind and range

of processes that take compounds formed via incorporation as their input and lexi-

cal processes that accept compounds formed through combination as their input.

The findings will shed more light on the layers in the lexicon.

On the applied plane, an important issue of concern to Persian lexicogra-

phers is the question of the inclusion of compound verbs as lexical entries in Per-

sian dictionaries. On the basis of my observations and findings in this article, I in-

tend to propose the following yardsticks for the issue facing Persian lexicogra-

phers. Verbs that are semantically transparent and constitute open sets (i.e., com-

pounds formed through direct-object incorporation and compounds that are the re-

sult of the combination of adjectives and auxiliaries) do not need to be included as

separate entries. Other compounds introduced and discussed in the article are not

usually semantically transparent but are metaphoric extensions of their original

meanings and do not form open sets. These verbs have to be listed as separate en-

tries.

NOTES

* The preliminary versions of this article were presented in the First International

Conference on Contrastive Semantics and Pragmatics, held at the University of

Brighton, April 6-9, 1995, and the Spring Meeting of the Linguistics Association

of Great Britain, held at the University of Newcastle, April 10-12, 1995. I thank

the participants in the sessions for their helpful comments. I would also like to

extend my thanks to the anonymous reviewers of SLS for their valuable sugges-

tions.
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In this article the following notations and abbreviations are used:

[a]: low front vowel

[a]: low back vowel

inf: infinitive marker

EZ: EZAFE (genitive) marker

PI: plural

DO: Direct Object

SUB: subjunctive marker

NEG: Negative

0: zero morpheme showing verbal agreement with third person

singular subject when the verb is used in the past tense.

In the Persian examples quoted from various sources, morphemic segmenta-

tions, glosses, and literal translations, if not given in the original sources, are pro-

vided by me. A number enclosed in brackets to the right of the translation of a

Persian example refers to the number of the quoted example in the original text.

1 Noun incorporation is scarce and unproductive in English. Rare cases such as to

word-process (cf. to process words), to mountain-climb (cf. to climb a mountain),

to fund-raise (cf. to raise funds), which resemble noun incorporation, are argued

by Mithun (1984:. 847, fn.l) not to be so formed, '... but are rather V's backformed

from compound N's' (cf. word-processing, mountain-climbing, and fund-raising).

2 ro is a spoken form of -rd. Furthermore, Mohammad & Karimi have used -rd as

a gloss for-ra.

3 This lexical item is an adjective.

4
This lexical item is an adjective.

5 For a recent similar treatment, see Ghomeshi ( 1996:276-84)

6
In Persian the students (literally) give the exam (i.e., they take it), and the teach-

ers (literally) take the exam (i.e., they give it).

7 When a simple verb contains a verbal prefix, such as the subjunctive/imperative

/be-/ or the indicative marker /mi-/, the prefix absorbs the primary stress.

8 Agreement suffixes do not take stress.

9 Another morphosyntactic construction that expresses imperfectivity in Persian is

ddst-an mi-verb construction, e.g., ddst-and mi-raft- and 'they were going'. In this

construction the verb ddst-an 'to have' (lit. 'had-inf ) is grammaticalized and

serves as an aspect marker. When this aspect marker is chosen, the main verb

takes the indicative prefix mi- and both the aspect marker and the main verb agree

with the subject.

10
In Persian, the future tense auxiliary obligatorily agrees with the subject and the

main verb appears in its past stem without a subject agreement marker.

"The juxtaposition of an asterisk and a question mark suggests that the sentence is

not fully ungrammatical but weakly acceptable (in spoken usage).
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